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ABSTRACT

A major thrust of recent research and develop-
ment effort in surface ship dynamics has been in
the area of ship/aircraft interfacing. This is
due to the increased importance of helicopters and
vertical/short takeoff and landing aircraft as the

-~ major combatant capability of nonaviat ion naval
ships. One ongoing effort in the ship/air inter-

* face area is the joint U.S. Navy/Coast Guard Rudder
Roll Stabilization Program. This program has been
directed at using a ship's existing rudder(s) to
control roll in a seaway.

This report summarizes the steps taken to de-
velop a rudder roll stabilization system for Coast
Guard cutters of the HAMILTON Class, including a
chronology of the problems encountered and the steps
taken to overcome these problems. The performance
features of this system for a wide range of oper-
ating conditions are documented, and critical design
features and system limitations and benefits are
identified.

Preliminary results from the operational evalu-
ation of two preproduction prototype systems indi-
cate± that the system, as designed, is very effective
for short duty cycle utilization, such as in typical
helicopter and vertical/short takeoff and landing
aircraft operations. The system is also very effec-
tive at reducing roll over long periods of time, so
as to increase habitability. However, the relia-
bility of existing steering systems needs to be
determined before the roll reduction system can be
utilized for long duty cycles.
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INTRODUCTION

A major thrust of the research and development in surface ship

dynamics over the last decade has been in the area of ship/aircraft inter-

facing. The importance of this area of naval ship design and use has

grown substantially as the combatant capabilities of helicopters and

-! vertical/short takeoff and landing aircraft have become more and more

*apparent. These aircraft now represent the major combatant capability of

* nonaviation naval ships. Furthermore, as the use of large conventional

carriers and associated fixed wing aircraft become increasingly restricted

for political and fiscal reasons, the importance of nonaviation ships

*with aircraft capability continues to grow. As a consequence, the David

W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC) has been

actively engaged in developing, in cooperation with other Navy and Coast

Guard activities, operational ship/aircraft system design procedures and

hardware to bridge the ship/aircraft interface.

This ship/aircraft interface is strongly dependent on weather and

ship motions. Therefore, roll reduction is desirable to minimize the

possibility of aircraft dynamic rollover during landing or lateral sliding

on the deck when the craft is not secured prior to takeoff or subsequent

* to landing. Rudders have long been recognized as potential antiroll

devices. However, no practical Rudder Roll Stabilization (RRS) system

had ever been developed because of the possibility of interference between

roll reduction and the primary rudder role as a steering mechanism.
1 ,2 ,3 ,4

In 1974, DTNSRDC initiated a program to examine the possibility of

installing RRS systems on U.S. Navy ships. The hydrodynamic characteristics

and maximum rudder rates of a wide range of naval vessels were used as

baseline data. From the analysis performed in this study, DTNSRDC con-

cluded in 1975 that RRS was feasible for many but not all categories of

vessels, at least from the point of view of available maximum rudder roll

moment.

A complete list of references is provided on pages 67-69.

Vessels examined included CV-59, DLG-26, DD-963, DD-692, DE-1052,
DE-1040, FFG-7, DE-1006 and PG-84.
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Concurrent with DTNSRDC's initial study, the U.S. Coast Guard cutter

HAMILTON was undergoing ship/helicopter interface trials in an effort to

develop wind envelopes appropriate for the operation of the Coast Guard's

* large H-3 helicopter from the relatively narrow flight deck of HAMILTON.5

These trials showed that roll stabilization was essential to increase the

safety of H-3 landings and takeoff operations from HAMILTON Class cutters.

Roll stabilization with antirol' fins or tanks was determined to be un-

economical. Therefore, using the steering system for roll stabilization

was an attractive, economical alternative. A joint USN/USCG RRS program

was subsequently initiated in the Fall of 1975.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The premise of the RRS program was that roll stabilization is a

secondary function of the rudder. Its primary purpose is to steer.

However, as shown in Figure 1, the rudder produces simultaneously a roll

moment (roll arm x lift) along with the yaw moment (yaw arm x rudder lift)

needed to change ship course.

* Typical ship response periods to a roll moment are about 8 to 12

-; seconds, whereas typical response periods to a yaw moment are about 30 to

35 seconds. The significant differences between these response periods

permit the simultaneous superposition of yaw and roll control signals on

the rudder without adversely affecting the response in either mode.

RRS involves opposing the wave-induced roll moment by the rudder

roll moment which varies according to ship speed and rudder angle 6.K Stabilization is attained by adding a properly phased roll control signal
6 Sto the steering or helm command 6 *Tiisahedbymkn6S

proportional to roll rate ; so that it anticipates roll motion by 90

degrees.

STEERING SYSTEM

The steering system installed aboard the USCGC HAMILTON Class is

shown schematically in Figure 2. This system utilizes twin rudders which

are mechanically coupled through rudder tiller arm actuators (steering

rams). These steering rams, which are connected to the rudder stocks and

determine rudder angle, are driven by hydraulic flow from the steering

3



pumps. The pumps, in turn, are powered by electric motors. Steering

pump output is controlled by the angular position of the pump swash plate.

* The hydraulic flow illustrated in Figure 2 is directed such that the

trailing edge of the rudders will move to port.

For reliability, two independent hydraulic steering pumps and motors,

two swash plate control actuators, two sets of steering cables and two

sets of control electronics are included in the system design. The

redundancy continues up to the Jered differential, which mechanically

drives the swash plates of the port and starboard steering pumps. These

port and starboard systems can be operated individually or together. When

operated together, the single pump rudder rate of 2.33 degrees per second

is effectively increased to 4.66 degrees per second.

RRS DESIGN GOALS

The goal of the RRS development program was to establish the feasi-

bility of RRS for U.S. Navy and Coast Guard applications. This goal was

-. . ~ to be attained by demonstrating the effectiveness of an RRS system on a

HMILTON Class cutter. A hardware oriented approach to the roll stabili-

* zation requirement of HAMIILTON was selected to expose both the advantages

and the disadvantages of the RRS system. This approach was also expected

to lead to the development of RRS as an alternative, economical roll

- reduction system that could be retrofitted to existing naval combatants

or installed in new ships under construction, where the ship mission is

such that the larger, more expensive roll reduction capability of anti-

roll fins is not required.

In order to reduce the roll motion of a ship by its rudder, the

steering system must meet certain economic, hydrodynamic and machinery

criteria, which also apply to other lift dependent stabilization systems

such as antiroll fins.

The -conomic criteria concern minimizing the cost, maintenance, and
F allocated space within the ship relative to the stabilization system.

These criteria can be met by using as much of the existing expensive

steering system machinery as possible, avoiding most of the capital and

maintenance costs associated with conventional roll stabilizers.
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Two hydrodynamic criteria apply. First, the rudder generated roll

moment should be 14 percent or more of the wave induced roll moment W

in a Sea State 4 if roll is to be substantially reduced. * Second, RRS

should not create over 2 degrees of vessel yaw or otherwise adversely

affect the helmsman's steering task.

Three machinery criteria apply. Two are related to the rudder

geometry (size, location, shape) and the rate of rudder movement. Spe-

cifically, machinery lags, as well as the maximum rudder rates, must be

of suitable magnitude to permit efficient use of the rudder moment for

roll stabilization. The third machinery criterion is that the steering

system reliability must not be decreased and the system wear rates must

not be unduly increased.

The various criteria were translated into six RRS design goals:

1. Short duty cycle stabilization (as needed for aircraft takeoff/

landing)

2. Independence of the RRS system and the autopilot

3. Simplicity and reliability

4. Low initial cost

5. Low life cycle cost

6. Long maintenance interval

By restricting RRS system operation to short duty cycles (less than one-

* half hour), the wear requirement of a candidate steer4ng system is reduced.

By specifying RIIS autopilot independence, the design and construction of

an operating RRS system is simplified. The additional goals specified

make the RRS system economically attractive.

In the design of the RRS system, the maximum available rudder rate

of the existing steering gear was not altered from design specification,

- even though 10 to 15 percent additional rudder rate could have been

obtained with the installed machinery. However, the duration of the

availability of this maximum rate was increased substantially. This

design decision was made to minimize steering system lags while retaining

the same maKiMUM loads on the critical rudder stock and tiller arm

See Table C-1 for definition of Sea States.
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bearings as when the rudder is used only f or steering. However, the

frequency of occurrence of these maximum loads was increased.

The effect of this increased maximum load occurrence is that the

steering system wear is accelerated. The impact of the accelerated wear

is mitigated by limiting the use of the RRS system to short duty cycles of

less than one-half hour.

RUDDER ROLL STABILIZATION

The RRS system developed by DTNSRDC adds three basic control compo-

nents to the existing steering system of the ship: (1) bridge control

unit; (2) electronic controller; and (3) swash plate actuator. These are

illustrated schematically in Figure 3. Figure 4 presents a photograph of

these components and illustrates their location aboard ship. Additional

photographs are provided in Figure 5, where the steering system and RRS

components are shown installed aboard ship. RRS systems are relatively

inexpensive because the system components modify control mechanisms rather

* than the steering machinery itself.

The bridge control unit functions as the RRS system on/off switch.

The DTNSRDC electronic controller measures and superimposes the helm

command 6 Hwith the roll stabilizer command 6 Sto arrive at the rudder

command 6 . This command is compared with the actual rudder angle 6 Ato

obtain the error signal 6 E' This signal activates the pump swash plate

control actuators, which determine the rate and direction of flow into the

steering system rams, ultimately leading to a change in rudder angle.

The ITNSRDC swash plate control actuators are coupled to the steering

system swash plate actuators through a mechanical fail-safe clutch on a

common shaft, permitting either the RRS control signal (as described above)

or the direct helm command to determine steering pump flow. This clutch

is designed to engage the direct helm command whenever the RRS system is

turned off or fails.

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

USCGC HAMILTON, selected for prototype development, is 378 feet (115

meters) in length, displaces 3,000 tons (3,049 tonnes) and meets the

economic, hydrodynamic and machinery criteria concerning suitability for

6
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rudder roll reduction. Ship/helicopter interface trials aboard HAMILTON

in April 1975 established the desirability of roll stabilization. For

example, it was observed that crew movement on the flight deck was re-

stricted due to excessive roll and associated lateral accelerations while
underway, even in a mild, frequently occurring Sea State 4. These crew

- movement impairments would have increased the risk of operational problems

had aircraft operations been conducted. Time histories of ship motions

where this risk was increased are shown in Figure 6. It was necessary for

the crew to use handrails on the flight deck during the most severe

motions recorded in this figure.

Since it was desirable to validate the results of the recently
completed (1975) feasibility study, a joint USN/USCG effort was initiated

to develop an RRS system for the October 1975 HAMILTON sea trials. The

development effort began with the determination of the rudder moment

capacity of HAMILTON Class cutters. The effort continued with the design,

installation and performance evaluation of prototype hardware and software

-a systems necessary for RRS. Finally, in 1979, operational evaluations were

conducted aboard two HAMILTON Class vessels. A detailed description of

the prototype development is provided in Appendix A.

RRS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

*SYSTEM SIMULATION PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT

Prior to the January 1978 deployment of the preproduction prototype

- units aboard MELLON, extensive system performance tests were conducted

using the roll-sway table at the DTNSRDC Antiroll Tank Facility. 6These

tests were conducted to establish the reliability of the RRS components

and to document, for the at-sea operators, the expected roll reduction

performance under all types of sea conditions, headings and speeds. A

description of the test results under various sea state, heading, and

speed conditions is given in Appendix B, and a discussion of the sea

simulation technique is provided in Appendix C.

The most significant result obtained from the simulations was the

determination that roll reduction increases proportionally to increased

rudder moment capacity. Thus, increasing rudder moment generation

capacity may significantly enhance RRS performance, provided that control

7



system limitations are not exceeded. Figure 7 illustrates this simula-

tion result in quartering seas where roll is significant.

For retrofitted RRS systems on existing ships, rudder moment capacity

can be increased by increasing the rudder rate, and thus its excursion.

This excursion increase can be obtained by simply changing the steering

motors and pumps. For ships in the design process, the rudder moment

* I capacity can be increased by changing the rudder size, location and/or

geometry.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DURING SEA TRIALS

Summries of the June 1976 MELLON and the September 1979 JARVIS sea

trial results are provided in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. (Bilge keels

had been fitted to both cutters prior to these trials.) The tables

present the ship responses and steering system responses separately. Yaw

* is considered to be a steering system response and represents fluctuation

-~ from the measured course. Ship responses are given in terms of signifi-

cant single amplitude responses (the average of the one-third highest

amplitudes). Steering system responses are presented in terms of size of

the fluctuations from the mean of the signal (the standard deviation).

Because the statistical properties of the steering system responses are not

known, the extreme values of the responses cannot be inferred from the

standard deviation.

June 1976 Trials Aboard MELLON

The June 1976 trials were conducted primarily in Sea State 4.

Measured results are somewhat higher than those predicted by the simula-

tion results (see Figure B2, Sea States 4 and 5). Roll reduction is about

33 to 40 percent for the ship with bilge keels in beam seas at 15 knots.

As the ship heading shifts toward quartering seas, the measured roll

reduction decreases to about 22 to 27 percent. This trend of decreasing

roll reduction as heading shifts to quartering seas agrees with the trends

of the simulation results in Figure B2 only when modal wave periods are

9 seconds or greater.

Pitch, as expected, is essentially unaffected by the RRS system.

Similarly, yaw is not noticeably affected by the system although the

8



helmsmen reported that it was easier to steer with the RRS system

activated.

September 1979 Trials Aboard JARVIS

The September 1979 JARVIS trial results further document the roll

reduction performance of the RRS units currently undergoing operator

evaluation. Ship speed ranged from 13.5 to 15.2 knots. Unlike the

earlier MELLON trials in mild seas, these trials were conducted at essen-

tially all headings in seas ranging from Sea State 4 to Sea State 6. The

observed seas usually contained at least one train of long swell coming

from a different direction than the wind seas. The headings in Tables 1

*and 2 represent the headings into the largest observed sea or swell.

Because most trial conditions were in Sea State 5, the effect of sea

severity on RRS performance was only observed in quartering seas. At

these headings roll reduction decreased from about 28 percent in a Sea

State 4 to 8 percent in a Sea State 6. This agrees with the simulation

results presented in Appendix B.

Generally, roll reduction was maximum in near-beam seas with reduc-

tions ranging from 31 to 49 percent. The higher reductions occurred in

the lower seas (as predicted by simulation results). Roll reduction was

* lower (22 percent) in head/bow seas than in comparable quartering seas

(28 percent).

The lateral accelerations were measured with an accelerometer mounted

rigidly to the flight deck at the bullseye. These accelerations were

reduced when the RRS system was activated but to a lesser degree than

roll itself. The skid-inducing lateral accelerations were frequently

larger than the vertical accelerations. Neither pitch nor the associated

vertical acceleration of the bullseye were consistently affected by the

RRS system. Also, yaw generally was not affected by the RRS action,

although rudder activity was clearly increased when the RRS system was

operational.

Effect of Control Law Variations

The results of the simulations conducted in 1977 indicated that

certain variations in the control law which governs the operation of the



RRS system could be beneficial to system performance. This observation

was substantiated further by the analytical work of Whyte. 7  Therefore,

during the JARVIS trial, experiments were conducted with control laws other

= . than just roll rate to determine their impact on the RRS system effective-

ness.

When the control law contained roll acceleration as well as roll

rate, steering difficulty increased and, particularly in quartering seas,

unacceptably large steering instabilities were introduced. After yeri-

fying this conclusion by a series of experiments with different helmsmen,

the possible use of roll acceleration as a component of the control law

was abandoned.

Attention was focused next on evaluating the potential benefits of

* adding a roll angle component to the stabilizing signal. Several ex-

periments were performed with a roll angle component added to the control

signal. The results are quite interesting. When the control law contains

roll angle as well as roll rate, the gains in steering ease due to RRS

operation (with roll. rate only) are diminished. The roll reduction bene-

fits of adding a roll component to the control signal in beam seas are

negligible (compare run numbers 33 and 35), whereas the benefits are

quite substantial in quartering seas (compare run numbers 37 and 38) where

the RRS roll reduction improves from about 8 percent to 21 percent (see

* - Table 2). In bow seas, however, the situation is reversed (compare runs

39 and 41) so that the roll angle addition reduces roll reduction from

26 percent to 2 percent. These results are confirmed by the motion time

histories presented in Figures 8 through 10. In Figure 8, the roll and

yaw motions are greater in bow seas when both roll angle and roll rate

are used. Figure 9 indicates that there is little difference between the

effectiveness of the two control laws for roll reduction in beam seas,

though yaw was less when both roll angle and rate were used. Figure 10d

reveals that stabilization with a roll angle and roll rate control law

is more effective at reducing roll in quartering seas, though the yaw

motion is increased, indicating an increase in steering difficulty. It

is concluded therefore, that, unless the controller can alter the control

signal mixture to account for the changes in roll introduced by heading

changes, it is preferable to use simple roll rate control law. The con-

troller aboard JARVIS was adjusted accordingly.
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It is evident from these results that although controller efficiency

can improve the roll reduction performance of the RRS system, a single,

constant gain ratio between control signal components cannot be effectively

employed. Only an adjusting multistage controller is likely to improve

the RRS system performance (when the rudder rate or moment generating

capacity cannot be altered). Manually, this two-stage controller would

use a control law incorporating both roll angle and roll rate in quarter-

ing seas, and only roll rate in bow or beam seas, as determined by the

ship operator. Automatically, this could be achieved by using a controller

capable of employing the appropriate control law (with or wihout roll

angle) as determined from the measured unstabilized roll.

FUTURE OF RUDDER ROLL STABILIZATION

There are two distinctly different kinds of RRS systems. The first

provides short duty cycle stabilization for the performance of certain

mission-critical tasks. The second provides long duty cycle roll stabili-

zation analogous to that provided by antiroll f ins 8'9 or tanks. 6 ,1 0  The

first requires modifications to the control mechanisms of an existing

4 steering system, while the second entails modifications to the steering

system itself. In short duty cycles, the extra wear experienced by the

N existing system appears to be acceptable from the points of view of wear

rate and maintenance. It has not yet been determined, however, what

effect the use of a short duty cycle RRS system has in long duty cycle

applications.

SHORT DUTY CYCLE RRS SYSTEMS

Short duty cycle RRS systems should be considered primarily for

retrofitting to existing ships, especially those which do not have anti-

roll fins or tanks and whose successful mission performance requires short

term roll stabilization. These systems are less attractive in new con-

struction during the design stage, because long duty cycle systems can be

incorporated easily and economically.

One area for improving the short duty cycle RRS of the HAMILTON Class

consists of developing a more sophisticated electronic controller.

Current results show that measurable improvements in roll reduction can



be obtained when the control law is adapted optimally for the seas and

headings encountered. With the advent of digital controllers, such as

the type specified for the FFG-7 fins, 11optimal adaptation of the stabi-

lization control law will become possible in the near future. This

increased controller efficiency will, of course, also benefit long duty

cycle RRS systems.

There is a possibility that short duty cycle RRS systems can be used

*for periods of time longer than one-half hour, provided the increased

wear rates and machinery maintenance needs are acceptable. This was the

case aboard MELLON when the system was used continuously for 56 days

before the starboard electric motor burned out. It has not been deter-

mined whether this failure was due to the RRS system or related to overall

usage/failure patterns aboard MELLON.

RRS IMPACT ON STEERING SYSTEM LIFE

In order to quantify and understand the effect of RRS operation on

the life of the steering system, the steering pump motors were examinedI

in some detail. The steering pumps themselves, however, whose (swash

plate component assembly) wear rate is likely to be substantially in-

creased with RRS usage, were not examined due to the absence of failures

N of these units during MELLON's 56 days of constant RRS usage.

- The steering motors were examined in two stages: the rated power

and heat rise capacity were determined and the true power and casing

temperature were measured aboard JARVIS. An examination of the nameplate

information and operating details of the motor were obtained from visits

to HAMILTON and from DTNSRDC electric motor reference files. The steer-

ing motors were manufactured in 1965 as three phase, 440 volt 286 UN

frame units with class H insulation. These motors are rated at 20 horse-

power (14.9 kw) maximum continuous duty units while drawing 26 amperes.

The motors have an intermittent, varying or 30 minute duty cycle rating

of 30 horsepower (22.4 kw) while drawing 39 amperes. The heat rise

capacity of the motors is 500C above ambient. The important distinction

between these two types of motor ratings must be kept in mind when con-

sidering the measured power and temperature of the motors as well as

their conventional use.

12



Measurements were made when the RRS system was engaged (roll stabi-

lized, both steering motors operating) and disengaged (roll unstabilized,

only the starboard motor operating). Figure 11 shows the variation of

the mean power of the starboard motor for changes in rudder activity. In

the unstabilized mode, the mean power in all but one case exceeds the

continuous duty power rating by 10 to 15 percent although it represents

only about three-fourths of the short duty cycle power rating. Thus, the

starboard motor in this conventional use actually exceeds the continuous

motor power rating. When the RRS system is activated, the mean power

increases to about 10 percent above the short duty cycle power rating,

which is substantially above the continuous motor rating. (The total

power used for stabilization is actually twice this amount, because the

port motor is also operating). Therefore, rudder roll stabilization is

attained by drawing on the order of 8 kw additional power out of each

steering motor. These units were shown to be rugged and reliable because

they withstood 56 days of continuous usage aboard MELLON. These observa-

tions may also indicate the degree of conservatism inherent in the rating

of these motors.

The effect of the RRS-induced increase in mean power on motor casing

temperature is shown in Figuire 12. This figure only includes typical data

for trials conducted in one day in nontropical waters once the motor had

attained a stable operating case temperature. Ambient air temperature in

the aft steering compartment was about 85*F, and each measurement was

made over a one-half hour period. In each case, the heat rise capacity

limit of the motors (about 175*F) was exceeded. This again illustrates

the rugged quality or conservative rating of these motors. Furthermore,

these results reveal that at least up to the short duty cycle power

rating, the casing temperature does not vary significantly with mean

power, and hence with RRS operation. Casing temperatures during opera-

tions in tropical waters exceeded the (200*F) range of the temperature

sensor. Therefore, no specific data is available that indicates the

effect of RRS operation on casing temperature in those warmer waters.

In an effort to extend the life of existing steering motors on

HAMILTON Class cutters, DTNSRDC in the second half of FY 79 undertook

a program to increase substantially the motors' air cooling systems to

13



prevent their armatures from burning out when the RRS system is deployed

in tropical waters. This was done in two stages. First, aboard JARVIS,

three fans, together with a shroud, were installed around each motor to

* increase cooling air flow around and through the motor casing. This did

* not increase motor cooling significantly. Therefore, aboard MELLON, the

paint was stripped off of the central portion of the motors, and the

surfaces were refinished with thermally conducting flat black paint (see

Figure 5). In addition, the cooling fan capacity was increased. These

* steps led to an increase in cooling air exhaust temperature of 35*F,

indicating a significant increase in motor cooling. A more detailed

discussion of motor cooling is given in Appendix D.

* LONG DUTY CYCLE RRS SYSTEMS

Long duty cycle RRS systems should be considered in the initial ship

- design process. The incremental cost of properly sized rudders and

steering machinery would be very small, and it is unlikely that the

improved rudder roll moment capacity would degrade the yaw moment

* capacity.

Before long duty cycle RRS syvstems can be employed routinely by

marine engineers as alternative stabilization systems, a practical upper

- . limit of usable rudder roll moment capacity must be established. The

author, therefore, recommends that the steering system of an existing

HAMILTON Class cutter be modified such that rudder rates on the order of

* 10 degrees per second for single pump operations can be achieved. The

use of HAMILTON Class cutters is recommended because they are close in

size to most naval combatants which could potentially benefit from RRS

systems. In addition, cutters deployed off the West Coast routinely

spend extensive periods of time in areas where severe seas occur fre-

quently.

DTNSRDC further plans to test the potential of short duty cycle RRS

systems for longer term use by developing appropriate systems and retro-

* fitting them to a smaller USCGC class (the 1000-ton, 210-foot, medium

endurance cutter of the RELIANCE Class). This development program is

currently underway with ,ystem installation scheduled for Summer 1980.

This program will provide a clearer indication of the overall effect of

14
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the RRS system on the Bteering system. The problems aboard MELLON may

have been atypical since other operational results indicate that the

magnitude of the loads imposed by use of the RRS system did not affect

rudder stock bearings, tiller arm bearings or other mechanical components

of the steering system.

Guidance in the use of the RRS systems installed aboard the USCG

cutters JARVIS (WHEC 725) and MELLON (WHEC 717) as well as the technical

documentation required to repair and/or duplicate these systems is

provided in Reference 24.

CONCLUS IONS AND RECOMNDAT IONS

From the results of the RRS development program, the following con-

clusions have been reached:

1. The primary objective of the RRS program has been achieved. That

is, the feasibility of the RRS systems has been demonstrated.

Roll reductions up to 50 percent have been measured.

2. The extra wear experienced by steering systems during RRS

operation in short duty cycles appears to be acceptable, though

the effect of extra wear in long duty cycles has not been

established.

N 3. The~ effectiveness of RRS systems is directly dependent on

available rudder roll moment. The available moment, in turn,

depends on rudder rate. RRS system performance is rudder rate

limited.

4. The available rudder rate dependent roll moment on HAMILTON is

marginal and establishes a lower limit on practical rudder moment

for RRS. In marginal systems, a significant improvement in RRS

can be achieved by increasing the available rudder rate and/or

by using optimal control logic.

5. Preliminary results indicate that RRS operation does not appear

to affect steering motor temperature and thus motor life. Methods

for increased motor cooling appear to be effective.

The results and conclusions of the RRS program lead to the following

recommendations:

15
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1. Short duty cycle RRS systems should be considered for retrofit

applications.

2. Long duty cycle RRS systems should be considered in initial ship

design, once a practical upper limit of usable rudder roll moment

capacity has been established.

3. A digital controller should be integrated into the RRS system to

optimize the adaptation of the stabilization control law.

4. When the performance of retrofit RRS systems aboard USCG cutters

has been evaluated for reliability, endurance, wear rates and

maintenance requirements, the U.S. Navy should seriously consider

retrofitting as a viable alternative to the current apparent

policy of not stabilizing ships at all (except for the FFG-7

class).

5. To eliminate problems involving motor overheating, HAMILTON Class

vessels utilizing RRS systems should, if possible, replace the

existing 30 hp steering motors with 40 hp units.

6. In lieu of the installation of new motors, the existing motors

should be modified to provide for increased cooling. Before the

modification, additional steering motor temperature measurements
with and without increased cooling should be made during RRS

system operation in tropical waters to verify that the methods

used for increased cooling are adequate.

7. Once the effectiveness of the proposed cooling methods is

established, the additional cooling hardware should be installed

on all vessels utilizhtag RRS systems where larger motors cannot

be used.

8. Maintenance records for all aspects of the steering system should

be collected by U.S. Coast Guard 14th District Engineering staff

for both JARVIS and MELLON to establish the impact of RRS

operation on long term reliability.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS OF RRS PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

The USCGC HAMILTON was selected for prototype development after ship!

helicopter interface trials in April 1975 established the desirability of

roll stabilization. Since DTNSRDC wanted to validate the results of the

recently completed RRS feasibility study, a joint USN/USGG effort was

initiated to develop an RRS system for HAMILTON.

* I During the HAMILTON trials in October 1975, rudder roll moment

capacity was determined by oscillating the ship's rudder and measuring

the induced roll. Various rudder motion amplitudes and frequencies were

obtained using a sine wave generator to simulate the rudder command. The

results of these forced roll experiments are shown in Figure Al for ship

speeds of 15, 20 and 25 knots. Responses indicate that adequate roll

moment is available for roll reduction if rudder excursion amplitude and

phasing are correctly applied. During the trials, rudder excursion was

maintained at the maximum amplitude obtainable without commanding the

* rudder to exceed a rate of 4.66 degrees per second (the maximum design

value for the steering system). While these results were promising, a

lag between the rudder command signal and the actual rudder response was

discovered. This lag was unacceptable from the point of view of roll

control, though satisfactory for steering. Its source was traced to the

JERED differential in the ship's swash plate drive system, noted in

Figure 2. The differential was designed to limit rudder response for

small helm signals, as shown in Figure A2. This diagram which shows

rudder rate versus error signal ksolid line) reveals that, for error

signals less than 7 degrees, the available rudder rate is less than maxi-

mum. However, to achieve the maximum benefit from a roll reduction

system, the rudder rate should reach the available maximum as rapidly as

possible on demand. Hence, it was necessary to modify the rudder control.

MOD 1

The MOD 1 stage of the prototype development consisted of building a

* swash plate drive system for the steering pumps that imposed the rudder

command on the pumps without the JERED differential induced lags of the

existing steering system. The resulting rudder response is shown by the
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dotted line in Figure A2 which reveals that the rudder lag was minimized

by allowing the steering pumps to produce maximum rudder rate f or rela-

tively small rudder commands.

Dockside trials were then conducted aboard HAMILTON in January 1976.

The results of these trials indicated that the rudder could be actuated

with the required phasing. However, prior to installation of the proto-

type system, a review with USCG officials established the safety specifi-

cation that, if the RRS swash plate drive system should fail or be shut

down for any reason, conventional steering must be automatically restored.

This system requirement led to the next modification.

MOD 2

To meet the newly imposed safety requirement, a fail-safe clutch was

developed and integrated into the RRS system. To evaluate the effective-

ness of the modified system in significant seas, the RRS system was

installed on MELLON (of the HAMILTON Class), which was scheduled for a

72-day Alaskan patrol. The system was energized during transit from

Honolulu to Kodiak in May 1976, which included operations in high seas

(35 foot or 10.7 meter significant wave height). Although the RRS system

worked, two problems were discovered. The fail-safe clutch mechanism had

* re~ntroduced a lag iutto the system response and, at large roll angles,

the steering system rate-saturated, causing the rudder response to fall

behind to the point where the roll was actually being increased. To

solve these problems, additional system modifications were necessary.

MOD 3

The lag induced by the fail-safe clutch was found to be mechanical

in nature and was minimized by improving the linkage between the clutch

and the swash plate control shaft. The phenomenon of rate-saturation was

caused by the inability of the steering system to move the rudder quickly

enough to track the stabilizer command signal. Because the stabilizer

command signal, as shown in Figure 3, consists of the product of the roll

rate, *, and a control constant, K, rate-saturation can be either

292

~.Calculations based on the natural roll period of the vessel, the
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maximum rudder rate available and statistical properties of the roll time

history determined that an average rudder excursion of just over 5 degrees

provides an optimum tradeoff between the large rudder angles necessary for

large rudder moments and the alleviation of rate-saturation for all but

the largest values of roll rate during any arbitrary time period.

Figure A3 summarizes the effect of K2 on the rudder response for a

simplistic sinusoidal roll rate signal with a period equal to the natural

period of the vessel. When the product of K2 and is small, as shown in

Figure A3a, the rudder response is in phase with $ as desired for rate

control. However, its amplitude is too small to produce the necessary roll

moment. Increasing K2 until a rudder excursion of approximately 5 degrees

is obtained yields a rudder response which is larger and still in phase

with as shown in Figure A3b. Increasing K2 further will result in rate-

saturation as shown in Figure A3c. While the actual rudder response

yields desirable large excursions, these excursions are not in phase with

the commanded response. This change in phase produces roll destabiliza-

tion and cannot be allowed to occur.

The addition of an adaptive control circuit which varies the value

of K2 was required. This circuit was designed to provide a K2 value

based on a running average of the roll rate previously experienced. The

time constants for this circuit were calculated using the statistical

characteristics of the vessel motion and the desired rudder excursion.

With the addition of this circuit, the RRS system became capable of

providing optimum roll stabilization, within current design goals and

constraints, over a wide range of values.

The effectiveness of the system was evaluated aboard MELLON en route

from Seattle to Honolulu in June 1976. This evaluation revealed that the

RRS system was feasible for short duty cycles. Figure A4 shows that, in

typical back-to-back measurements of unstabilized and stabilized ship

roll in beam seas, the significant roll was reduced by about 35 percent.

In addition, the beating phenomenon was significantly reduced when the

ship was stabilized. Figure A5 displays the yaw measurements for the

same time period and reveals that yaw did not change significantly.

Figure A6 shows the rudder angle for the same time period and indicates

that both the frequency and amplitude of the rudder action definitely
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increased. Finally, in Figure A7, the helm command is shown, again for

the same time period. The data shown in this figure indicate that the

helm command did not change significantly when the RRS system was acti-

vated. However, experience in a variety of seas at various headings

revealed that the helm action was generally reduced, indicating that the

steering control task was improved by the RRS system. Discussions with

* several helmsmen substantiated this conclusion.

MOD 4

The RRS system, as designed and developed up to this point, was a

working research prototype. Though the feasibility of the system had

been demonstrated; a preproduction prototype, suitable for operator evalu-

ation, still needed to be constructed.

Two preproduction prototypes were built in 1977. Originally, one

was to be installed on HAMILTON for East Coast deployments and the other

on MELLON for deployments in the North Pacific and Bering Sea so that the

system could be evaluated in a variety of sea conditions. Funding, how-

ever, was insufficient, and the HAMILTON installation could not be com-

pleted.

The RRS system installation was completed on MELLON prior to her

* departure from Honolulu to Kodiak in January 1978. Unfortunately, MELLON

developed problems with her controllable pitch propellers shortly after

departure, and this prevented a system evaluation. The propeller problem

could not be corrected in Kodiak, so MELLON returned to Honolulu. On

this return voyage, the RRS system was activated tut did not appear to

function properly. It was determined that a filter in the hydraulic

system was clogged. In addition, a faulty electronic chip was discovered

in the adaptive controller.

The RLRS system was repaired, and the propeller problem was corrected

prior to the Summer 1978 Alaskan patrol. Though no data were recorded

during this patrol, the crew used the system continuously for 56 days

(far exceeding the original design concept of a short duty cycle) and was

very pleased with the roll reduction capability of the RRS system. At

the end of the 56-day period, the system was shut down because one of the
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two steering pump motors failed due to overheating, and the RRS system

would not function properly with only one steering motor.

MOD 5

* The next modifications to the RRS system were implemented during 1979

and consisted of new control circuitry and other minor improvements. Two

preproduction prototype controllers were upgraded to MOD 5 and installed

on MELLON and JARVIS, both cutters of the HAMILTON Class. During the

* time between modifications, the crew on board MELLON had completely changed

so a briefing was held for the crews of both ships in which details of the

system and the desired operational evaluation parameters were reviewed.

JARVIS left Honolulu in September 1979 for Alaskan patrol and returned in

mid-November. MELLON left Honolulu, also for Alaskan patrol, in October

1979 and returned in December. During these trials, roll stabilization

data were collected for a variety of sea conditions, headings and vessel

speeds.
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APPENDIX B
RRS SYSTEM SIMULATION

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Figure Bi illustrates schematically how the physical RRS components

were integrated into a complete ship and rudder machinery simulation. The

entire RRS hydraulic and electronic system (the bridge control unit, the

electronic controller and the swash plate actuator) was tested as a total

functioning system for a period exceeding 200 hours. The ship dynamics

including the wave induced roll moments or wave excitations W wthat pro-

duce roll were modeled using Conolly's single degree of freedom equation.

A more detailed description of this ship dynamics model, which is frequently

used in preliminary or feasibility testing for antiroll tanks, has been
12

* published by Conolly.

Rudder induced roll moments W rwere modeled using trial results of

forced roll experiments with the rudders of USCGC HAMILTON. The hydro-

dynamic model of the rudder moments employed the lowest measured values of

rudder lift to ensure that the predicted roll reduction performance would

be conservative.

The electronic controller was mounted on the oscillating roll table

and subjected to roll motions developed by the ship dynamics model. This

model in turn was driven by time histories of the predetermined wave

Ninduced roll moment W wand the roll moment W rproduced by the rudder. The

roll moments produced by the rudder were developed according to the stabi-

lizng ignl 6E' E was produced by the electronic controller (experi-

encing the stabilized ship roll) and the swash plate actuator signal a.

The validity of the rudder dynamics model was verified by comparing

simulated rudder action with measured rudder action, when measured roll

and helm signals were used to drive the simulation. The results of this

comparison are shown in Figure B2, where the time history of the simulated

rudder action compares very well with the actual rudder action measured

at sea.

SIMULATION RESULTS

All results are for irregular sea simulations only and are presented

in terms of absolute EMS roll and of a percentage roll reduction without
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bilge keels. For comparison, results are als3 provided for the ship with

* bilge keels. Ship heading angle relative to the waves is defined to be

180 degrees when the ship heads directly intr the waves, 90 degrees when

* the waves approach the ship from the port bo.'m and 0 degrees when the

* waves follow the ship. The range of modal wave periods and sea states

shown corresponds to values which could be realistically encountered by

HAMILTON Class cutters. The highest seis (Sea State 6) for which simnula-

* tions were performed will be exceeded only about 4 percent of operating

time on a worldwide, all-season basis.

Sea State Effect

* The effect of sea state on ship roll and available rudder moment is

shown in Figure B3. This figure illustrates that the available RMS rudder

induced roll moment is insensitive to sea state, whereas the wave induced

roll moment increases with increasing sea severity at 16 knots in beam

*seas. Results were similar for other headings, and suggest that, for a

given ship speed, the amount of roll reduction provided by the rudder

* activity is essentially constant and independent of wave height at a

given ship heading.

The wave induced stabilizing moment has a much larger amplitude than

the rudder induced stabili7ing moment. This is true even in a Sea State

4, as shown in Figure B4. In this figure, between 1055 and 1065 seconds,

the wave moment amplitude is about 0.9 million foot-pounds whereas the

% stabilizing moment amplitude is only about 0.2 million foot-pounds. This

large difference illustrates that the rudder induced stabilizing moment

must be utilized as efficiently as possible to provide significant stabi-

lization. That is, rudder moment phasing is very important. Ideal
12phasing (designated as "opposed control" by Conolly ) would have the

opposing peaks and troughs of these moments align perfectly. This has

not quite been achieved with the current hardware, as is apparent in tha

1055 to 1065 second range of Figure B4.

When the wave and stabilizing moment signals are examined, the wa-_

excitation~s have a wide frequency range (broad banded), whereas the

See T..ble C-I for definition of Sea States.
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stabilizing moment and the basic roll response of the ship is narrow

banded. Therefore, a comparison between magnitudes of wave and stabiliz-

ing moments provides a conservative estimate of the capacity of the

stabilizing moment to reduce roll.

The effect of increasing sea severity and modal wave period on RRS

performance aboard a HAMILTON Class cutter is illustrated in Figure E5.

£ The RRS system percentage roll reduction tends to decrease with increasing

sea state, as would be expected due to the insensitivity of available

rudder moment to sea state. For example, the 30 percent roll reductions

in Sea State 4 decrease to between 12 and 25 percent in Sea State 6. The

percentage roll reductions tend to increase with increasing modal wave

period (increasing wavelength), although the absolute RMS roll reductions

tend to decrease. The absolute RMS reductions tend to be maximum at the

shorter and more frequent 7-second modal period seas and decrease with

increasing period or wavelength. The improvement in the absolute RMS

roll reduction at the shorter periods appears to be noticeable at Sea

State 5.

The results from Sea States 4 and 5 predict that the RRS system will

attain a 30 percent roll reduction, which is comparable to that attained

by bilge keels under the same conditions. Conservative RRS system per-

N formance predictions indicate that the RRS system installed on a ship

with bilge keels should produce roll reductions on the order of 18 to 20

percent in Sea State 4 and 5. Unlike the bilge keels, the RRS system

becomes somewhat more effective at reducing roll at longer periods.

Heading Effect

The effect of heading on RRS system performance at a ship speed of

16 knots is illustrated for Sea States 4 and 5 in Figure B6. The absolute

RMS results show that, for shorter period seas, the roll stabilization

attained by the RRS system decreases substantially as the heading varies

from quartering seas to bow seas. A maximum of absolute roll reduction

occurs aft of the beam. As modal wave periods become longer, the pro-

nounced difference between bow and quartering sea roll reduction de-

creases.
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Speed Effect

The effect of speed on RRS system performance is demonstrated in

Figure B7 for the frequently occurring Sea State 4. Simulations for

speeds ranging from 12 to 20 knots at various headings and modal wave

periods are presented. Speeds up to 16 knots are typical cruising or

operational speeds, whereas the 20-knot speed represents the infrequent

Search and Rescue or dash speed mission condition. Results indicate that

maximum stabilization is attained at 16 knots with both the lower and

higher speeds resulting in noticeably less roll stabilization. This

speed-depende:,t behavior of the RRS system has been verified by MELLON

during operations in the Summer of 1978 and by JARVIS during the Fall

1979 Alaskan patrol.

5
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APPENDIX C
SEA REPRESENTATION FOR THE RRS SYSTEM SIMULATION

Once an RRS system is designed, built and installed aboard a ship,Ionly three basic parameters affect the operational performance of the
system. These parameters are the ship speed, heading and the seas en-

2 countered. In order to examine the general performance of RRS systems

over a large variation of these parameters, the sea state simulation must

be selected with some care. For the RRS performance simulations, the sea
* state model that was chosen had been developed over the last few years at

-. 13-20
DTNSRDC. This model, developed as part of both USCG and subsequent

U.S. Navy 14 ,18 projects, has been shown to be applicable for both mild

and heavy seas.

Actual seas are composed of a mixture of locally generated wind waves

and one or more sets of swells. Sea and swell differ substantially both

in frequency and directionality characteristics. Seas developed by local

winds are short, choppy and possess a relatively wide range of frequencies

and directions. Swells,however, are decaying waves that tend to be narrow

in both frequency range and direction, due to their generation many hours

in the past and a great distance away in storms. As a result, the swells

are uncorrelated to the local wind direction, and hence the local short,

choppy waves.

Although it is conceptually possible to model various combinations

of sea and swell,1 6 this is not necessary, because a technique is avail-

able which permits the use of a sea model that accurately defines the

range of ship responses likely to be produced by the almost limitless

sea conditions that a ship may encounter.

The sea model consists of the two parameter wave spectra due to
21

Bretschneider,

C(W) 483.5/(w5T .2 T exp (-1944.5/(T0 4 )

where S () = spectral density function

w(Z 1/3 significant wave height in feet
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w=wave frequency in radians per second

T 0 modal wave period in seconds

which is applicable to fully as well as partially developed wind generated

seas, combined with directional wave energy spreading according to the

cosine squared spreading function b defined by,22 2

= Xj + AX co~ x 1 /2

Xj 2

Here, .b.i is an amplitude factor to account for the angular spread of wave

energy, and Xj is the wave direction referenced to the predominant wave

direction.

The two parameters defining the wave spectrum are the significant

wave height, (Z )1/3 and the modal wave period, To. Significant wave

height is the average of the one-third highest waves, and corresponds

approximately to the value that an observer at sea would designate as the

observed wave height. The modal period refers to the peak of the wave

spectrum in the frequency domain, that is, the dominant waves in the sea-

N way. Figure CI shows the conditional probability of occurrence of modal

wave periods for four different wave height ranges, while Table Cl defines

sea states in terms of a range of significant wave height and a range of

the shortest associated modal wave period.

The effect of variations in the frequency content of the seas (that
is, the shapes of the wave spectra) was determined for the simulations by

* calculating the wave induced roll excitations at three different signifi-

cant wave heights (6, 12, 18 feet) for a series of Bretschneider wave

spectra with modal wave periods ranging from 7 to 23 seconds. Simulation

results were presented for only the more common short crested seas.
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TABLE C1
i*

Definition of Sea States

RAIJGES OF RANGES OF
SIGNIFICANT WAVE MODAL WAVE

STATE HEIGHTS PERIODS

" FT SEC

1 0- 1.92 0 3.08
2 1.92 -- 4.13 3. ..
3 4.13- 5.66 5.2)
4 5.66 - 7.35 .29 (03

5 7.35 - 13.04 (. " 03
6 13.04 - 20.80 8.03 ]0 I
7 20.80 - 40.33 1015I 1413
8 40.33 - 61.58 1.1 11 17.45

NOTE: I". To periods corresponding to the steepest, paizi,4aly deeopcd ind.er:cted
waves, short fetch, high wind, moving hurricane.

2. Steeper waves do occur, but thet arc rare and arc geneially associated with
land locked biys or lakes.

3. T = [( , )/0.20211/2 Modal period cf partially developed hur-
ricane sea (Pictchnctder).

4. To 
= [(-3 1/ 0.1271 1/2 Modal period of fully developed wimd

sep (Pierson -Neomanr-James).

5. Ao / ( 0 = P son-'lokuwitz wave specti,

6. N / ( ) 25 Breisclneider

7. A0 / ( 3 ) I0 Stccpcl ohserved, ,o. bon and ua,;

\ 0* Wavelength corresponding to pei I spectrum Frak, T(,

From Reference 22
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APPENDIX D
ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF STEERING MOTOR COOLING

by
T. McNamara

Measurements of starboard steering motor case temperature were made

aboard JARVIS after a shroud and three 65 cfm fans were installed for

added cooling. These measurements were used to estimate the total heat

flux from the motor while the RRS system was operating. Once the total

heat flux had been determined, calculations were performed to estimate the

change in case temperature for different cooling configurations. The

assumptions involved in these calculations were as follows:

Emissivity: 0.78 (gray paint)

0. 98 (black paint)

Total heat flux: 2400 watts (constant for all cases)

Ambient temperature: 85*F (North Pacific)

110*F (Tropical)

Geometry: Simple cylindrical shape, no end effects

Five different cooling conditions were analyzed:

1. Original (1/8" thick gray paint) -HAMILTON Class cutters currently

use two 30 hp 30-minute duty cycle steering motors, each covered with a

thick (approximately 1/8 inch) coating of gray paint. The only cooling

N comes from a small internal fan which provides very little circulation.

2. Shroud, Small Fan (three 65 cfm fans, gray paint) - To increase

cooling aboard JARVIS, shrouds were installed over the back half of each

motor in September 1979, and three 65 cfm cooling fans were mounted at the

back end of each shroud.

3. Shroud, Large Fan, Flat Black Paint (old paint removed) - JARVIS

temperature measurements in September 1979 indicated little change due to

the shroud and fans, so larger, 200 cfm fans were installed in shrouds

aboard MELLON in October 1979. Also, the old paint was chipped away, and

a thin coating of thermally conducting flat black paint was applied.

4. Shroud, Large Fans (three 200 cfm fans, gray paint) -Calculations

were made to estimate the effect of the shroud and large fans with the

original paint.
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5. Flat Black Paint Only (old paint removed, no shroud) - Additional

calculations were made to estimate the effect of the flat black paint only,

with no shroud or fans.

For each condition, estimates were made of the casing surface temperature

in tropical waters and in the North Pacific.

The results for North Pacific waters are shown in Figure Dl. The 30

horsepower steering motors are rated for a 90*F temperature rise above

ambient, as noted in the figure. The results reveal that only Cases 3

and 4 (shroud, large fans, with or without black paint) provide adequate

cooling. Figure D2 shows similar results for motor operation in tropical

waters. Here, Cases 3, 4 and 5 provide adequate cooling.

The results indicate that the shroud and large fans are necessary for

adequate cooling, and that, in addition, the black paint is desirable to

decrease the surface temperature even further. The black paint not only

provides a 15*F cooler surface temperature, but it also maintains a lower

internal motor temperature due to its increase in thermal conductance over

a 1/8" thick coating of paint.

6
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